Monitor's News Media Yellow Book of Washington and News York lists over 10,000 reporters, writers, editors, and producers in over 2,000 print and broadcast media organizations. It is divided into ten sections and six indexes of varying utility. The indispensable "Personnel Index" will give you the page in the News Services' Newspapers, Networks, Stations, Programs, Periodicals, Newsletters, Publishers, Associations, or Foreign Media sections where your known contacts are listed under affiliation. The equally valuable "Assignment Index" will lead the searcher to unknown correspondents, editors, and producers in print and broadcast media listed under sixty-five categories by the subjects they cover. Following their name is their title, affiliation, and phone number. A particularly attractive, seldom found feature of the book is the Foreign...
the pandemic, and the media-stoked panic around the pandemic particularly, to limit, restrict or remove First Amendment freedoms of speech and free association, with officials complaining about the potential restraints the freedom of religion imposed upon them. Others denied or declared the right to deny Second Amendment rights of gun purchase for personal safety (at a time governments are issuing no-arrest and no-detention orders for a wide range of crimes in their community while publicly freeing inmates from jails and prisons). Maybe it is time in the motto of V for Vendetta, to “Remember, remember the fifth of November, the gunpowder treason and plot.”

(Natural News) A most interesting thread popped up on Twitter Sunday from a data scientist who wishes to remain anonymous, regarding mail-in ballot data which strongly suggests fraud occurred in the wee hours of election night, when several swing states inexplicably stopped reporting vote counts while President Trump maintained a healthy lead over Joe Biden. (Article by Tyler Durden republished from ZeroHedge.com). Using time series data ‘scraped’ from the New York Times website, the data – comparing several states (swing and non-swing) – clearly illustrates what fraud does and does not look l